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Key Vocabulary:
Subject--The doer in a sentence/Who or what the subject is about
  The silly cat ate the tomato.
  Six large geese charged at the car.
  I am happy.

Verb--is/has/does(action verb)
  I am happy.
  The six large geese have green eyes.
  The silly cat climbed the tree.

Independent clause--a clause that expresses a complete thought (a sentence) that has a subject and a verb.

Dependent/Subordinate clause--a clause with a subject and verb that adds more information to a sentence, but it can’t stand alone as a sentence.

Coordinating conjunction--FANBOYS (for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so)

Subordinating conjunction--subordinators such as the ones listed below

Clauses of time:
  ● after
  ● as
  ● as soon as
  ● before
  ● once
  ● since
  ● until
  ● when
  ● whenever
  ● while
Clause of cause:

*Purpose clauses that imply intent*
- so (that/as)
- in order (to/that)

*Purpose clauses of avoidance*
- before
- for fear (of/that)
- lest

*Reason clauses do not imply intent*
- because
- inasmuch as
- seeing as/that
- since

Clause of result:

*Describe results without implying intent*
- so (that)
- with the result that

Clause of manner:

*Answers how*
- as if
- as though

Clause of concession:

*Convey a contrast with the content of the main clause*
- although/even though
- while/whereas
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